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Abstract
We consider a class of functions satisfying the gross-substitutes property (GS-functions).
We show that GS-functions are concave functions, whose parquets are constituted by quasi-
polymatroids. The class of conjugate functions to GS-functions turns out to be the class of poly-
hedral supermodular functions. The class of polyhedral GS-functions is a proper subclass of the
class of polyhedral submodular functions. PM-functions, concave functions whose parquets are
constituted by g-polymatroids, form a proper subclass of the class of GS-functions. We provide
an additional characterization of PM-functions.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The concept of submodularity appears in discrete mathematics, in non-additive mea-
sure theory, in capacity theory, in economic theory as well as in game theory.
Dress and Wenzel [5] introduced the concept of valuated matroid in 1992. A valu-
ated matroid is a function on the set of bases of some matroid satisfying the symmetric
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exchange property (a kind of “concavity” requirement). Ten years before that, Kelso
and Crawford [11] proposed a formulation of the gross-substitutes (GS) property on
utility functions in an exchange economy with indivisible goods. They showed this
property to be crucial for the existence of equilibria in a discrete set-up. Murota [12]
generalized valuated matroids to M-concave functions given on the lattice of inte-
gers, while Edmonds conceived polymatroids, a generalization of matroids. Murota [12]
proved that the aInity areas of M-concave functions take the form of base polytopes.
Danilov et al. [3] showed that economies with indivisible goods, in which consumers’
utility functions are PM-functions and thus associated demand sets are g-polymatroids,
are well behaved with respect to the existence of competitive equilibria. This result
suggests that the class of functions satisfying the GS property and the class of concave
PM-functions are connected in some sense. These classes are equivalent (see [4,9,10])
on the Boolean cube; this is not the case anymore when one considers the whole lattice
of integers. Danilov and Lang [4] extended the de>nition of GS-functions to functions
on the positive orthant. It then appears that the class of PM-functions on the positive
orthant is a subclass of the class of GS-functions, whereas the converse is untrue.
Moreover, in this broader set-up, requiring that consumers’ demand sets satisfy the GS
property is too weak to ensure the existence of a competitive equilibrium, it actually
suIces to require that these demand sets be polymatroidal (PM).
Nevertheless, concave GS-functions on the positive orthant have interesting proper-
ties. Their parquets 3 of these functions are polyhedra whose edges take the following
general form: a ⊗ i + b ⊗ j for some i and j and ab6 0. We call these polyhedra
quasi-polymatroids. 4 A quasi-polymatroid is a polyhedron, which has the special fea-
ture that the tangent spaces of its faces are spanned by vectors of the form a⊗ i+b⊗ j
for some i and j and ab6 0. For instance, the generalized network polytopes consid-
ered by Fujishige et al. [8] are quasi-polymatroids.
We adapt the de>nition of the GS property in [4] and consider a class of GS-functions
on the whole space. We show that GS-functions are concave functions whose parquets
are constituted by quasi-polymatroids. The class of conjugate functions to GS-functions
turns out to be the class of polyhedral supermodular functions. Now due to this equiv-
alence, homogeneous concave supermodular functions form the class of (inf-) support
functions to quasi-polymatroids. The class of polyhedral GS-functions is a proper sub-
class of the class of polyhedral submodular functions. PM-functions form a proper
subclass of the class of GS-functions. We provide (Section 7) an additional character-
ization of PM-functions.
2. Discrete functions and concavication
Let I be a >nite set. In an economic set-up, I will typically represent a set of
indivisible items, that is desirable goods that are sold only in integer quantities on the
3 The parquet of a polyhedral concave function is a tesselation of the eMective domain by aInity areas.
4 Remark that the poly-basic polytopes that were introduced by Fujishige et al. [8], are polyhedra whose
edges take the form a⊗ i + b⊗ j for some i and j, where the condition ab6 0 is however not required.
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market. For instance, one can think of airplanes, ships, cars, computers, power stations
etc. A commodity bundle x in this set-up is an integer combination of the items in I :∑
i∈I xi ⊗ i. The set of commodity bundles is Z⊗ I . Its structure is that of an abelian
group (isomorphic to Zn with |I |=n). It is embedded canonically in the ambient space
R⊗ I . Elements of Z⊗ I are integer points (or vectors) of the space R⊗ I .
This choice of notations brings about a clear-cut distinction between the space of
indivisible bundles. Let Z ⊗ I and that of market prices RI = Hom(I;R). Z+ ⊗ I and
R+ ⊗ I denote, respectively, the non-negative orthants. In a similar spirit, we denote
the Boolean cube in R⊗ I by {0; 1} ⊗ I .
Formalized economic models deal among others with utility functions or production
functions. In this context f(x) should be read as the utility 5 a consumer derives from
the consumption of a bundle x or as the gross output obtained from the input bundle
x. It is standard practice in economics to give these functions on the positive orthant
of R ⊗ I , assuming on top both monotonicity and concavity. We shall abstain from
monotonicity here. Indeed, since the main object of our study will be the following type
of functions f−p, where p is linear, it would be restrictive to ask for monotonicity. We
shall not restrain from concavity, emphasizing that this concept has no straightforward
meaning in a discrete set-up.
We now proceed to the formulation of pseudo-concavity, the weak concavity re-
quirement we will be working with. To simplify matters, we will always assume that
the functions are given on the whole of Z ⊗ I , taking values in R ∪ {−∞}. The set
of points on which a function f takes >nite values is called the eMective domain of
f and is denoted by dom(f). We adopt the same conventions for functions given on
R⊗ I . We will use the epithet discrete to emphasize that a function is de>ned on the
set of integer points Z⊗ I . A discrete function f is pseudo-concave if it is a restriction
(f = F |Z⊗I ) of a concave function F given on R ⊗ I . Among all the functions F ,
coinciding with f, there exists one which is minimally so (recalling that the in>mum
of a set of concave functions is concave). This function is called the concavi>cation
of f, i.e. co(f).
There is another equivalent way to construct co(f). De>ne the subgraph of f to be
sub(f) = {(x; a)∈ (Z⊗ I)× R; a6f(x)}
and consider its convex hull co(sub(f)). Then de>ne for any x∈R⊗ I
co(f)(x) = sup{a∈R; (x; a)∈ co(sub(f))}:
We can then impose requirements on a function f by statements on its concavi>cation.
For instance, in order to have a good theory of concave functions, we need to assume
that these functions be closed, i.e., that they have a closed subgraph. We regard this as
quite desirable in our discrete set-up. And, in fact, we could require that co(sub(f)) be
a closed subset of (R⊗I)×R. We however impose a stronger condition and require that
5 More exactly, f(x) represents the money equivalent of bundle x to some consumer. One should have
in mind that somewhere out-of-the scene, a peculiar good called either money or “numQeraire” has been
devised. Assuming that utility is transferable and that there are no income eMects, each bundle is associated
with some amount of money which makes the consumer indiMerent between consuming the bundle or being
oMered this money amount.
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the set co(sub(f)) be a polyhedron. We do this to avoid meddling with the following
complication. The concavi>cation of a discrete function is clearly “piecewise linear”.
However, it may have in>nitely many ”linear pieces”. The stronger condition above
prevents this to happen.
Denition 1. A discrete function f : Z⊗ I → R∪{−∞} is said to be pseudo-concave
if the set co(sub(f)) is a polyhedron and f = co(f)|Z⊗ I .
Denition 2. A concave function F : R⊗ I → R∪ {−∞} is said to be integer if it is
polyhedral and coincides with co(F |Z⊗ I).
From now on, we denote functions on Z⊗ I by lower case italics, while functions
on R⊗ I will be denoted by upper case italics.
These two de>nitions provide us with two alternative and equivalent languages to
discuss discrete concavity. The >rst consists in using that of pseudo-concave functions
on Z ⊗ I while the second that of integer functions on R ⊗ I . Notwithstanding the
equivalence of viewpoints, the choice of language is not entirely innocuous for further
developments. Indeed, the class of pseudo-concave functions is closed under summa-
tion, whereas that of integer functions is not. For example, the functions F=min(x1; x2)
and G=min (x1 + x2− 1; 1− x1− x2) are integer, whereas F +G is not (see Corollary
1).
Let p∈RI be a linear function, the supremum of the function f−p is denoted by
−f∗(p). The function f∗ of the variable p, f∗(p) = inf x{p(x)−f(x)}, is called the
conjugate function of f. We shall denote by @∗Zf(p) the set Argmax(f − p), where
the subscript Z indicates the discreteness of this set. @∗F(p) is de>ned in a similar
fashion.
In economics, a market price is a function p : I → R and p(i) is the market value of





i p(i)xi. Thus a price (an element of RI ) is a linear functional on R⊗ I . The
quantity f(x)−p(x) is called either the net utility of bundle x (for a consumer) or the
net pro>t out of bundle x (for a producer). A consumer endowed with a utility function
f and facing the market price system p maximizes his net utility. The maximum of
this net utility and the set of points at which maximal net utility is reached (consumer’s
demand) are of course the −f∗(p) and @∗Zf(p). Taking a mathematical viewpoint, we
call the set @∗Zf(p) an a;nity area of f. Indeed, f coincides with the aIne function
p(·)− f∗(p) on this set, whereas it is strictly inferior to it anywhere out of this set
f(·)6p(·)− f∗(p)
and
f(x) = p(x)− f∗(p) ⇔ x∈ @∗f(p):
Thus x∈ @∗Zf(p) if and only if f(·)−f(x)6p(·)−p(x), that is p is a superdi<erential
of f at the point x. Denote the set of superdiMerentials at the point x by
@f(x) = {p∈RI ; f(·)− f(x)6p(·)− p(x)}:
We now sum up the facts introduced up to now in the following proposition.
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Proposition 1. Let f be a function on Z⊗ I . Then for any x∈Z⊗ I and p∈RI we
have
f(x) + f∗(p)6p(x):
The following three assertions are equivalent:
(1) f(x) + f∗(p) = p(x);
(2) x∈ @∗Zf(p);
(3) p∈ @f(x).
The preceding proposition states general facts for discrete functions. We can be more
precise if we consider pseudo-concave discrete functions.
Proposition 2. Let f be a pseudo-concave function on Z⊗ I . Then
(a) @f(x) = @co(f)(x) is a non-empty polyhedron for any point x∈ dom(f).
(b) @∗co(f)(p)=co(@∗Zf(p)) is an integral polyhedron for any p∈RI and @∗Zf(p)=
@∗co(f)(p) ∩ (Z⊗ I).
Proof. (a) The inclusion @f(x) ⊂ @co(f)(x) is true, for any f discrete. The converse
inclusion holds when f is pseudo-concave, since then f(x)=co(f)(x). That these sets
are non-empty and polyhedra is proven in [14].
(b) Follows straightforwardly from the pseudo-concavity of f.
In the sequel, we shall adopt the integer concave functions’ viewpoint (emphasizing
the polyhedral features over the integer features). These functions have a remarkable
geometric structure, which we call a parquet.
3. Parquets of concave polyhedral functions
The aInity areas @∗F(p) of a polyhedral concave function F are polyhedra. They
form a >nite covering of dom(F), which thus is also a polyhedron. The set of all
aInity areas of F is called the parquet of F and is denoted by @∗(F). The aInity
areas by themselves are the cells of this parquet. The following two properties hold
for cells:
Lemma 1. Let F be a concave polyhedral function. Then
(1) If C′ is a face of a cell C then C′ is a cell.
(2) If two cells C and C′ intersect then C ∩ C′ is a face of C and C′.
The parquet @∗F is thus a polyhedral subdivision of the polyhedron dom(F). F is
aIne on each cell of its parquet. And in fact, many properties of F are featured in
the parquet. For example, a polyhedral function is integer if all the cells of its parquet
are integral polyhedra.
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Examples.
(1) The parquet of a linear function consists of a single cell, R⊗ I .
(2) Let p be a non-trivial linear function, and pose F = min(p; 0). F’s parquet con-
sists of three cells: the closed semi-spaces [p¿ 0], [p6 0], and the separating
hyperplane [p= 0].
(3) Let P be a polyhedron in R⊗ I and let F = (P; ·) be the indicator function of P
(i.e. F(·) = 0 on P and F(·) = −∞ everywhere outside). F’s parquet consists of
all faces of the polyhedron P.
It is important to understand the behaviour of parquets when we perform standard
operations, namely summation and convolution, on concave functions. Let us recall a
few facts. The sum of concave functions is concave, it is de>ned on the intersection of
the summands’ domains. Suppose now that F and G are two concave functions, their
supremal convolution F ∗ G is de>ned as
(F ∗ G)(x) = supx=y+z (F(y) + G(z)): (1)
It may turn out that this supremum be equal to +∞. Therefore we assume there exists
an aIne function that dominates both F and G. If this is the case, then F ∗G is also
concave and its domain is obtained as the sum of both domains dom(F) and dom(G).
Now if F and G are polyhedral functions, then F + G and F ∗ G are polyhedral and
the supremum is attained (see Theorem 19.4 and Corollary 19.3.4 of [14]). We can
say a few things about the parquets of F + G and F ∗ G.
Lemma 2. Let F and G be polyhedral functions, and let C be a cell of @∗(F + G).
Then C is the intersection of a cell of @∗F and a cell of @∗G. And if the latter
intersection is non-empty, then it is a cell of @∗(F + G).
For a proof of this simple lemma see, for example [4].
Corollary 1. The sum F+G of integer functions F and G is integer if and only if the
intersection of any two cells of the parquets of F and G is an integral polyhedron.
Lemma 3. Let F and G be polyhedral functions and p be a linear function. Then
@∗(F ∗ G)(p) = @∗F(p) + @∗G(p).
4. Gross substitution and GS-functions
Let us come back to discrete functions and view them in terms of utility functions.
Let f be such a utility. The set @∗Zf(p) := Argmax(f − p) is the consumer demand
at the market price system p. A usual issue of concern for economists is to understand
how this set varies with p.
We shall examine what happens if the price of some good i increases without changes
in the prices of other goods. Precisely, we consider the new price system p′ with
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p′ = p + j1i, where j¿ 0 and 1i is the ith basis vector of RI (or the ith coordinate
function of R⊗I). Economists usually expect that in such a case, consumption of good
i should not increase. Let x∈ @∗Zf(p) and x′ ∈ @∗Zf(p′), we assert that x′i6 xi. Indeed,
by optimality, f(x′)− p′(x′)¿f(x)− p′(x), or
f(x′)− p(x′)− x′i¿f(x)− p(x)− xi:
On the other hand, f(x)− p(x)¿f(x′)− p(x′). Thus
f(x′)− p(x′)− x′i¿f(x′)− p(x′)− xi;
that is xi¿ x′i . Since j¿ 0 we have xi¿ x′i .
In economics, this is called the monotonicity property of demand (or of the superdif-
ferential of f∗). Thus demand for i does not increase with an increase of the price
of i, but what can one say about the demands for the remaining goods? In principle,
the demand for these goods may increase as well as decrease. Economists have their
terminology. An increase in the consumption of j, will be expected when good j is a
substitute of good i (as one might reasonably conceive if one takes tea and coMee). A
decrease will be expected, conversely, when good j is a complement to good i (as one
might reasonably conceive if one takes tea and sugar). We shall thus say that we are
in a GS environment when all goods are reasonable substitutes of each other. Kelso
and Crawford [11] propose the following de>nition in a Boolean set-up.
Denition 3. Given a market price system p, a good i and j¿ 0, we say that gross
substitution obtains in the situation (p; i; ), if for any x∈ @∗Zf(p), there exists y∈ @∗Zf
(p+ 1i) such that y−i¿ x−i.
Here x−i = x − (xi ⊗ i).
Denition 4. A function f is said to be a GS-function if GS obtains for every situation
(p; i; ).
It follows from this de>nition, that if @∗Zf(p) = ∅, then the set @∗Zf(p + j1i) is
non-empty as well. This implies that the domain of any GS-function is contained in
some translation of the positive orthant.
Remarks.
(1) Adding any aIne function to a GS-function does not jeopardize the GS-property.
Identically for the multiplication by a scalar.
(2) Integer translations of variables are innocuous to the GS-property.
(3) Suppose that functions f and g depend on two disjoint sets of variables I and J .
Consider now the function f⊕ g of the variables I ∪ J de>ned by : (f⊕ g)(x) =
f(xI ) + g(xJ ). It is straightforward to check that f⊕ g is a GS-function if F and
G are GS-functions.
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Elementary examples of GS-functions:
Example 1. Any function on Z+ is a GS-function.





By Remark 3 and Example 1 separable functions are GS-functions. Moreover, one
can show that the addition of any separable functions conserves this property. In par-
ticular, any linear function on the positive orthant Z+ ⊗ I is a GS-function. This is




i if i6 0.
Example 3. Let  be a function of a single variable, then (
∑
i xi) is a GS-function.
Example 4. In general however the sum of any two GS-function need not have the
GS-property. We provide a simple example. Take the function (t) = min(t; 1), t¿ 0
and consider the following function f of the three variables:
f(x1; x2; x3) = (x1 + x3) + (x2 + x3):
We assert that f is not a GS-function, albeit (x1 + x3) and (x2 + x3) are. Indeed,
let p= (1; 1; 2). Then bundle x= (1; 1; 0)∈ @∗Zf(p). Suppose now that the price of the
>rst good increases. With the new prices q=(1+j; 1; 2), where j¿ 0, the set @∗Zf(q)
turns out to be the single point y=(0; 0; 1). Thus, the consumption of the second good
decreased, and f is not a GS-function.
Convolution preserves the GS-property. Let f and g be two discrete functions, their
convolution f ∗Z g is de>ned as in (1) imposing on top that x; y; z be integers. It
so happens that convolution is an important and meaningful operation in an economic
set-up: it is the operator which “aggregates” utility functions of consumers or production
functions of producers. Suppose that we call f the utility of a >rst consumer and g
that of a second consumer. Suppose moreover that consumers jointly own a commodity
bundle x. Any division of this bundle among the two consumers say y and x−y yields
an aggregate utility of f(y)+g(x−y). The maximal aggregate utility at bundle x thus
is clearly equal to (f ∗Z g)(x).
Proposition 3. Let f and g be discrete GS-functions. Then the convolution f ∗Z g is
a GS-function.
Proof. The equality @∗Z(f ∗Z g)(p) = @∗Zf(p) + @∗Zg(p) holds for polyhedral f and
g. Suppose that x∈ @∗Z(f ∗Z g)(p) and that x = y + z is the decomposition of x as
a sum of two elements y∈ @∗Zf(p) and z ∈ @∗Zg(p). Now pose y′ ∈ @∗Zf(p+ 1i) and
z′ ∈ @∗Zg(p+1i) be such that y′−i¿y−i and z′−i¿ z−i. Then y′+z′ ∈ @∗Z(f∗g)(p+1i)
and (y′ + z′)−i¿ x−i.
However, we must add that the convolution of pseudo-concave functions may give
rise to a function which is not pseudo-concave. That is (f∗Zg)(x)6 (co(f)?co(g))(x).
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This is precisely the reason for the possible absence of competitive equilibrium in
economies with indivisible goods, see for example [3].
Example 5. Consider the two following functions on the positive orthant Z2+





; 2− x − y
2
)
and g(x; y) = min
( x
2





These functions are GS-functions. The convolution u=f∗Zg is a GS-function as well.
However, u is not pseudo-concave. Indeed, remark that u(0; 3) = u(3; 0) = 2 whereas
u(1; 2) = u(2; 1) = 32 .
In the following section, we show that the parquets of GS-functions have noteworthy
characteristics.
5. Parquets of concave GS-functions and supermodularity
De>nition 3 provided in Section 4 was given for discrete functions, but it is mean-
ingful for any function on R ⊗ I . Therefore, we can relate the discrete GS-functions
and their concavi>cations.
Proposition 4. Let f be a discrete GS-function. Then F = co(f) is a concave GS-
function. 6
Proof. Pick a situation (p; i; j), and pick a point x∈ @∗F(p). By Proposition 2(b),












′k . Then x′−i¿ x−i, and x
′ belongs to the convex
hull of the set @∗Zf(p+ j1i). Thus, we have x′−i¿ x−i and x′ ∈ @∗F(p+ j1i).
The converse is not true when the dimension is greater than two.
Example 6. Consider the following function on R3+
F(x1; x2; x3) = min {2x1 + 4x2 + 6x3; 12}:
F is an integer concave function. The parquet of F is obtained as the subdivision of
the polyhedral complex of the orthant R3+ by the hyperplane 2x1 +4x2 +6x3 =12. One
can check that this parquet >ts Theorem 1, hence F is a concave GS-function.
Let f = F |Z3+ be the restriction of F to Z3+. We claim that f is not a discrete
GS-function. Indeed, consider a “price” p = x1 + 2x2 + 3x3. Then @∗Zf(p) is the set
of non-negative integer solutions of the equation x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 = 6. In particular,
it contains the point A = (1; 1; 1). Consider a new price q = (1 + j)x1 + 2x2 + 3x3,
where j¿ 0. One can check that the set @∗Zf(q) is the set of non-negative integer
6 An integer function F : R⊗ I → R ∪ {−∞} is a concave GS-function if, for every situation (p; i; j),
for any x∈ @∗F(p), there exists y∈ @∗F(p + j1i) such that y−i¿ x−i .
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solutions of the equations x1 =0 and 2x2 +3x3 =6. The latter set consists of two points
B = (0; 3; 0) and C = (0; 0; 2), and both inequalities B−1¿A−1 and C−1¿A−1 are
violated.
We say that a vector  =
∑
i i ⊗ i is intolerant if ij6 0 for any i = j∈ I , that
is if it does not have coordinates of the same sign. Let P ⊂ R ⊗ I be a polyhedron,
the space
T (P) = R(P − P) = {r(x − y)∈R⊗ I; x; y∈P; r ∈R}
is called the tangent space to P.
Denition 5. A polyhedron P is called a quasi-polymatroid if the tangent space T (Q)
of any of its faces Q is spanned by some set of intolerant vectors.
Note that a pointed polyhedron P is a quasi-polymatroid iM any of its edges (one-
dimensional faces) is parallel to some intolerant vector.
Theorem 1 (Danilov and Lang [4]). Let F be a concave polyhedral function on a
translation of the positive orthant R+ ⊗ I . The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) F is a GS-function.
(2) Each cell of F’s parquet is a quasi-polymatroid.
(3) The conjugate function F∗ is supermodular.
Moreover, each of these assertions implies that F is submodular.
Let us give a sketch of the proof of this theorem. The following fact plays a key
role in the proof. Let F be a concave polyhedral function on R ⊗ I , and let p,
q be linear functions on R ⊗ I , and let j be a small positive number. Then there
holds
@∗F(p+ jq) = (@∗F(p))[− q]; (2)
where, for a polyhedron P ⊂ R× I , P[q] denotes Argmax(q|P).
1 ⇒ 2. Let E = @∗F(p) be a one-dimensional cell of the F’s parquet. We have to
check that E is parallel to some intolerant vector. Let E be a segment with vertices A
and B. Assume c = B − A is not a tolerant vector. Then c has two coordinates with
the same sign, say c1¿ 0 and c2¿ 0. Pick B∈ @∗F(p) and let us slightly increase the
>rst coordinate of p. Then by (2), for a small j, we have
{A}= E([− 11]) = @∗F(p+ j11):
However, the inequality A2¡B2 contradicts the GS-property of F . One can reason in
a similar fashion when E is a ray.
2 ⇒ 1. Let us check that GS obtains for every situation (p; i; j). Let x belong to
the cell C= @∗F(p). We have to show that there exists a point y∈C′= @∗F(p+ j1i)
such that y−i¿ x−i. By (2) C′ =C[− 1i] is a face of C with minimal ith coordinate.
Observe, that since C is bounded from below, C′ = ∅. If x∈C′, set y = x. If x ∈ C′,
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then xi ¿minz∈C′ zi. Therefore, starting from x and moving along a direction parallel
to some edge of C, we may decrease the ith coordinate without leaving C. Since C
is a quasi-polymatroid, the direction of the move takes either of two forms −1 ⊗ i
or −1 ⊗ i + j ⊗ j, where i ¿ 0. Given the choices of direction for this process, no
other coordinate other than the ith will decrease. And we reach face C′ after a certain
number of >nite moves.
Equivalence 2⇔ 3 follows from two facts. First, some orthogonality property of par-
quets @∗F and @∗(F∗). Namely, let x∈ ri@∗F(p). Then (T (@∗F(p)))⊥= T (@∗F∗(x)).
Second, a concave polyhedral function H is supermodular iM the codimension 1 cells
of H ’s parquet are orthogonal to intolerant vectors (more precisely, tangent spaces to
such cells are orthogonal to intolerant vectors).
To establish the submodularity F , we use the fact that a concave polyhedral func-
tion F is submodular iM the codimension 1 cells of F’s parquet are orthogonal to
non-negative vectors. It is easy to see that a quasi-polymatroid of codimension 1 is
indeed orthogonal to a non-negative vector.
Corollary 2. Let f be a GS-function and let B = [b′6 x6 b] be a box of R ⊗ I .
Then the restriction of f to B, denoted by f|B, is a GS-function as well.
Proof. We have to check that the intersection of a quasi-polymatroid and a box
is a quasi-polymatroid. Clearly it suIces to check that the intersection of a quasi-
polymatroid P and a coordinate hyperplane H = [xi =0] is a quasi-polymatroid. Edges
of P ∩ H are either edges of P or intersection of two-dimensional faces of P and H .
Let the tangent space F of a two-dimensional face of P be spanned by two intolerant
vectors 1⊗ i − j ⊗ j and 1⊗ i − k ⊗ k. Then the intersection F ∩ H is spanned by
the vector k ⊗ k − j ⊗ j. This vector is intolerant, since j¿ 0 and k¿ 0.
Let us now consider the class of integer concave functions on R⊗ I , whose parquets
are quasi-polymatroids. We characterize this class by way of the following generaliza-
tion of the GS-property.
Denition 6. A function F is said to be a box GS-function (a bGS-function, in short)
if the restriction F |[a;b] of F to any box [a; b] is a GS-function.
By Corollary 2, GS-functions are bGS-functions as well. The converse is not true.
The eMective domain of a bGS-function can be the whole R⊗ I . And Theorem 1 holds
for bGS-functions.
Theorem 2. Let F be a concave polyhedral function on R⊗I . The following assertions
are equivalent:
(1) F is a bGS-function;
(2) Each cell of F’s parquet is a quasi-polymatroid;
(3) The conjugate function F∗ is supermodular.
Moreover, each of these assertions implies that F is submodular.
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Proof. 1 ⇒ 2. We need to check here that if P is a polyhedron and the intersection
of P with any box is a quasi-polymatroid, then P is a quasi-polymatroid as well. This
is in eMect the case, for a spanning set of vectors of the tangent space of each face of
P can be captured by an adequate >nite box.
2 ⇒ 3. Pick some “large” number N and consider the box BN := {x∈R ⊗
I; |xi|6N ∀ i∈ I}. Then the restriction of F to the box BN is the function F + (BN ),
where (BN ) denotes the indicator function of BN . By Theorem 1, the conjugate func-
tion (F + (BN ))∗ is supermodular. There holds (F + (BN ))∗ = F∗ ∗ ((BN ))∗ and
((BN ))∗(p)=−N
∑
i |pi|. Because of this, F∗=infN (F∗∗((BN ))∗). This implies that
F∗ is supermodular as the in>mum of decreasing sequence of supermodular functions
[15].
3⇒ 1. Obtains with similar arguments as above.
The conjugate function of a supermodular function is submodular [15]. Hence (3)
implies that F is submodular.
Corollary 3. A polyhedron P is a quasi-polymatroid if and only if the inf-support
function to P is supermodular.
Going back to discrete functions, we can state three important properties of discrete
pseudo-concave bGS-functions.
Corollary 4. Let f be a pseudo-concave bGS-function. Then
(1) Any tangent space to a face of co(f)’s parquet is spanned by a set of intolerant
vectors.
(2) The conjugate function f∗ is supermodular.
(3) f is a submodular function.
In particular, this yields an interesting class of submodular functions, the GS-functions
(or PM-function).
6. Polymatroidal functions
In this section we investigate PM-functions. The >rst interesting fact is that a
PM-function is a bGS-function. Moreover the convolution of PM-functions is a
PM-function. Thus the class of PM-function has good properties with respect to the “ag-
gregation” issue in economics. On top, as was suggested in the introduction, Danilov
et al. [3] showed that polymatroidness of utility and/or of production functions ac-
counted for almost all known results in the existence of competitive equilibria issue in
economies with indivisibles.
A root is a vector in Z ⊗ I which takes either of the following forms: ±1 ⊗ i
or 1 ⊗ i−1 ⊗ j, where i; j∈I . A polyhedron P in the space R ⊗ I is a polymatroid 7
7 These polyhedra are indeed generalized polymatroids according to the standard literature. We propose to
call them polymatroids, while Edmonds’ polymatroids will be designated by upper or lower polymatroids.
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if the tangent spaces to any face are spanned by some set of roots. If P is a pointed
polyhedron, then P is a polymatroid iM each of its edges is parallel to some root.
Denition 7. A concave polyhedral function F is called polymatroidal (or PM-function)
if each cell of its parquet @∗F is a polymatroid. A discrete pseudo-concave function f is
called a (discrete) PM-function if its concavi>cation co(f) is a concave PM-function. 8
By Theorem 2, a concave PM-function is a bGS-function. The following theorem
establishes a stronger result.
Theorem 3. A discrete PM-function is a bGS-function.
Proof. We clearly have to check the following claim: Let P be an integer bounded
polymatroid in R ⊗ I , let i∈ I and let P[i] be the maximal face of P on which the
ith coordinate attains its minimum. Then for any integer point x∈P, there exists an
integer point y∈P[i] such that y−i¿ x−i.
We prove this claim. If x∈P[i], then it suIces to take y = x. Suppose now that
xi is superior to min(1i|P) = min{zi; z ∈P}, then there exists a root r of either form
−1⊗ i or −1⊗ i + 1⊗ j such that x + r ∈P. This fact is established in [7]. We thus
attain the face P[i] in a >nite number of such integer steps without increasing any
coordinate distinct from i.
The converse is not true as evidenced in Example 5. Nevertheless, there is an impor-
tant case in which the GS property and the PM property are equivalent. This is when
we consider discrete GS-functions on the Boolean cube {0; 1}⊗ I . These functions are
polymatroidal. In eMect, by Theorem 1, the edges of their parquets co(f) have intol-
erant directions. Moreover, theses edges join any two vertices A and B of the cube;
the coordinates of any such vector B− A are either 0 or ±1. Thus they are parallel to
some root, and f is polymatroidal. Thus, we obtain the following
Corollary 5. The GS and PM properties are equivalent for discrete functions on the
Boolean cube.
Proposition 5. The convolution of discrete PM-functions yields a PM-function.
Proof. We use here both the Lemma 3 and the additivity property for PM sets proven
in [2] or in [6].
Let g be the indicator function of the positive orthant Z+ ⊗ I (i.e. g(x) = 0 for
x∈Z+⊗I and g(x)=−∞ otherwise). g is a PM-function. Consider now the convolution
of some function f with g so de>ned. This is exactly the monotone extension of f.
Thus the monotone extension of a PM-function is a PM-function. We now mention
two particular cases.
8 Discrete PM-functions are identical to the polyhedral M“-concave functions de>ned in [13].
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Corollary 6. Let f be a GS-function on the Boolean cube. Then the monotone ex-
tension of f on the positive orthant Z+ ⊗ I is a PM-function.
Corollary 7. Let f be an arbitrary function on the set {0}∪{1⊗i; i∈ I}. Its monotone
extension on the orthant Z+ ⊗ I is a PM-function.
The sum of two PM-functions, however, need not be a PM-function nor need it be a
GS-function. Recall Example 4. However, in one important case, summation does pre-
serve polymatroidness, that is when we consider discrete functions of a single variable.
Then the cells of co(f) are “strips” of the form ai6 xi6 bi. Now the intersection
of such strips with polymatroids are polymatroids as well (see [6]). By induction, we
have:
Proposition 6. Let f be a discrete PM-function and g be a separable pseudo-concave
function, then f + g is a PM-function.
We can make a similar statement when g depends on the single variable x0=−
∑
i xi.
With this remark in mind, we can now construct quasi-separable PM-functions by
means of laminar families of subsets of I (see [3,4]). Let us devise the following
elementary step in the spirit of our Remark 3 in Section 4. Suppose we have two
disjoint subsets A and B of I , and let fA and fB be, respectively, PM-functions of the
variables in A and in B. Let now  be an auxiliary pseudo-concave function on Z.
Then the function
f(x) = fA(xA) + fB(xB) + (x(A ∪ B))
is a PM-function, where xA are the coordinates of x on A, and x(C) =
∑
i∈C xi.
Let f be a function. f′ is a k-capacity constraint on f if f′ is obtained from f
as follows: f′(x) = f(x) if x(I)6 k and f′(x) =−∞ if x(I)¿k. We can now state
that if f is a discrete PM-function on the orthant on which we impose a k-capacity
constraint, then f′ is polymatroidal.
This clari>es in our view the rationale behind the capacity requirement found in
Crawford and Knoer [1] who discuss existence in a two-sided market economy with
indivisibles. They impose capacity constraints to separable functions de>ned on the
Boolean cube.
7. Step-wise gross substitution
Let f : Z⊗ I → R ∪ {−∞} be a utility function.
Denition 8. The function f satis>es the SWGS-property (where SWGS stands for
step-wise gross substitutes) if for any p∈RI , for any x∈ @∗Zf(p), and for any i∈ I
either of the following two conditions hold:
(a) for any j¿ 0, x∈ @∗Zf(p+ j 1i);
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(b) there exists j¿ 0 and y∈ @∗Zf(p+ j 1i) such that yi = xi − 1 and y−i¿ x−i.
The step-wise GS condition can readily be given an economic interpretation: any
decrease in the unit demand for item i can always be compensated by an increase in
the demand for the remaining items.
Proposition 7. Let f be a pseudo-concave function on the integer lattice Z⊗ I . The
following properties are equivalent:
(1) f is a PM-function;
(2) f satis@es the SWGS-condition.
Proof. 1⇒ 2. One needs to make similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3.
2 ⇒ 1. We have to prove that any one-dimensional cell of co(f)’s parquet is
parallel to some root. Let E = @∗co(f)(p) be such an edge, and let A and B be
two diMerent integer points of E. Denote by [A¿B] = {i∈ I |Ai ¿Bi} and denote by
[A¡B] = {i∈ I |Ai ¡Bi}. Suppose [A¿B] = ∅. Pick some i∈ [A¿B]. Then, for
x = A, the case (a) of the De>nition 8 does not hold. Thus, by condition (b), there
exists a point y of the ray A+R+(B−A) such that yi=Ai−1 and y−i¿A−i. Therefore,
[A¿B] = {i} and Ai − Bi is an integer divisor of Bj − Aj for every j∈ [B¿A]. If
[B¿A]=∅, then E is parallel to the root 1⊗i. Otherwise, swapping A and B, we obtain
that [B¿A] is a singleton {j} and Bj − Aj divides Ai − Bi. That is Ai − Bi = Bj − Aj,
and, thus, E is parallel to the root 1⊗ i − 1⊗ j.
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